Remember that they are creating hybrids in labs and DUMBS all around this world. This type of advertisement is their way of getting us used to the idea. To accept it as the “new” thing. Remember my friend Joy’s memory of being introduced to a group of hybrids by the elite.

RESEARCH ON WATER DEMONS

These Demonic spirits are called “Aquarius spirits” or “Marine spirits”. These Demons are contacted through witchcraft so as to receive supernatural powers. Water Demons are creatures that exist outside our dimension. They are disembodied spirits of hybrid water creature – nephilim.

These came about through an abominable union between the Fallen Angels and
fishes and also demons and fishes. These half spirit and half fishes became water demons. These are all descendants of the Fallen Angels, therefore, because the essence of Angels are immortal, their descendants are also immortal. When they die, they live on, but not as a human soul. These disembodied spirits make up the myriads of wicked spirits in the kingdom of darkness. They are abominations. Many people who are in witchcraft worship these water spirits for power. Fallen Angels and Demons also had sexual union with other water creatures bringing forth hybrid creatures. A great deal of information on water Demons or mermaids can be found in Witch's Guide To Faery Folk: Reclaiming Our Working Relationship with Invisible Helpers (Llewellyn's New Age Series).

**Rev. 12:12** – Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabitors of the earth and of the sea! For the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.

We have to remember that the elite have been telling us what has been happening, is happening and will happen as for satan’s plans through: books, movies, video games, cartoons, and even “fake” news.
Bowman begins feeling ill. She finds Sixpack's corpse, which is mutating and growing. Beck and Doc request emergency evacuation, but Martin reports a severe storm on the surface that will delay evacuation for 12 hours. Doc finds that Bowman killed herself. Her body is taken to sickbay, where it merges with Sixpack's. When the crew discovers the mutating bodies, they decide to dump both of them in the ocean. As they are about to "flush" the cadavers, the body bag begins squirming. Believing someone inside may be alive, the crew opens it.

The creature inside claws Cobb before they eject it. They realize that Leviathan was experimenting on its unwitting crew with mutagens. The
mutagen was mixed with the vodka that the crew, and later Sixpack and Bowman, drank. The ship was scuttled when the experiment escaped control.

**Job 41:34** – He beholdeth all high things: he is a king over all the children of pride. **this is talking about leviathan**

**Isaiah.27:1** – In that day the LORD with is sore and great and strong sword shall punish leviathan the piercing serpent, even leviathan that crooked serpent; and he shall slay the dragon that is in the sea.

**WILLIAM COOPER**

The information I’m sharing from William came from a conference he spoke at in 1989 Sedona, California. William Cooper was someone else who spoke out to make the public aware of what was going on and in the end he lost his life for it at the age of 58.

**ABOUT HIS DEATH**
This is tragic news. I have a few more papers left to send to my readers and my "farewell" paper, but this needed to get sent out immediately. In a nutshell: Two weeks ago, on a nighttime broadcast simulcast through a number of national radio stations, William Cooper, ex-Naval Intel, blew his Top Secret security clearance by putting together a press conference where he laid out the structure of this country's **SHADOW GOVERNMENT**, tracing its roots to the UFO/Alien cover-ups that began in the 1940s-1950s.

Others who have spoken out about the Shadow Government: Edward Snowden, Karen Hudes, Phil Schneider

He was very concise and explicit, naming names and documentation, offices and meetings from the 50s on down to the 1970s. He literally ripped the lid of the cover-up, and told his audience that he'd probably be killed for this. He was. This brilliant, decorated military career man left Naval Intelligence in 1975. By his own admission, he was unable to reconcile what he'd learned while in Naval Intel, about Alien controls and secret combinations within our government. He refused to serve the anti-constitutional "Military Industrial Complex" run by NAS/CIA and the NWO, and resigned.

The night of the broadcast their broadcast was interrupted by what was likely a triangle ship Em pulse weapon. Since then several other broadcasts have been so targeted, and disruptions have occurred as Federal officials have begun harassing the station and interrupting broadcasts by demanding access to studio files during peak broadcast periods. This harassment has been going on quietly across the nation, the target being "talk radio stations NOT with the "plan."

***They killed President Kennedy, so we have to remember, that only boosted their pride to know they could get away with killing anyone. William also spoke openly about them killing Kennedy and had video footage of it that we don't see online.***

His father was an air force pilot colonel. As a child he heard stories of foo fighters (The term **foo fighter** was used by Allied aircraft pilots in World War II to describe various UFOs or mysterious aerial phenomena seen in the skies over both the European and Pacific theaters of operations.)
and crashed discs and strange discs in the sky and pictures of things because of his dad. ** We can’t even be surprised by seeing stuff like this in the sky anymore because by now we should know that our government and governments around the world have this type of thing as well as the nephilim and demons do too.**

Bill (William) went into the air force and he was a hydraulic pneumatic technician. He worked with B52, B58’s etc. He met people who had taken part in crashed disc recoveries. He then went into the navy. His whole family was in military. He volunteered for submarines. He was on lookout, and the lookouts are very well trained so they don’t blow a false alarm or shoot at their own admiral coming out for a visit. While on lookout between Port Seattle and Pearl Harbor traveling on the surface,
he saw a craft the size of an aircraft carrier exit the water at a range of 2 ½ nautical miles. He was telling someone about it trying to decide what to do when the other lookout on the other side over heard the conversation and decided to look in the same direction, which he was never supposed to turn away from the direction he was to watch. However, he did and the “object” came back down and entered the water and they all saw it. They called the captain to the bridge and he came with a 35 mm camera. This event repeated itself several times over a 7-10 min. period. The captain said DO NOT TELL ANYONE. The crew somehow knew about it, maybe their sonar or radar picked it up. He would not even admit it to the crew when asked. He signed a security oath saying he didn’t see anything because the debriefing officer got mad when he began to say what he saw.

He said that when we went in to stop Hitler that Russia and the US both took as much of what they found as they could get their hands on and that Russia got more than the US did. He said that in 1936 Hitler had gotten a hold of
a UFO and they were not sure if it was given to him, or he took it, or if it crashed. They found safes and file cabinets and hardware trying to duplicate the alien/demon technology of the ufo.

This was only a tiny part of what he shared about ufo/alien activity and the part our government has played with them. He said, “DO NOT BELIEVE IN AN INVASION FROM OUTER SPACE – IT HAS ALREADY HAPPENED. THEY ARE HERE.” He said the government will kill people, put them in insane asylums, or give them high paying jobs to shut them up.

*******************************
MARINE SPIRITS / WATER SPIRITS

The earth is 70% water, that’s more than the majority. The waterways, rivers, lakes, oceans and seas are being controlled by fallen angels and demonic offspring – nephilim.

Rev.9:14-15 – Saying to the sixth angel which had the trumpet, loose the four angels which are bound in the great river Euphrates. And the four angels were loosed, which were prepared for an hour, and a day, and a month, and a year, for to slay the third part of men.

I listened to a lot of research on this and we are going to draw this out in scripture so we can understand this better. I had heard of demonic spirits called incubus and succubus but really didn’t understand about them. Now I do and I want us all to know and understand this. When you are having sex in your dreams, you are dealing with one of these spirits. This is especially big in Africa where many times because of witchcraft people there can have spiritual husbands or spiritual wives attached to them and married to them in the spirit. However, it is not limited just to Africa by any means.
People are even summoning these type of demons just to have sex.

This means that they – the spirit husband/wife blocks the person from true marriage in the natural, or comes into the bedroom in between them when they are being intimate or ruins their relationships and marriages. Incubus is a man spirit married to a woman and succubus is a woman spirit married to a man. They can cause infertility problems, fibroids, eptopic pregnancy etc.

There is a city under the sea full of evil spirits. It is a spiritual city that cannot be seen with the naked eye, only with spiritual eyes can it be seen.
That city is very beautiful and very organized. It is more organized than any city we have here on earth. Everything in that city is computerized. They track us under the sea and all decisions are made from there. Think about the movie “What Lies Beneath” – that title is interesting. In that city, very beautiful and alluring things are made to draw us here on earth away from God. Ex: fancy cars, beautiful jewelry, eye catching make up, electronics, etc.

In one interview an ex-wizard talked about this city/kingdom and exposed many things about it. A wizard is someone who leaves his body and goes and does things for satan. The moment you leave the body, you become controlled by a higher spirit (demonic spirit). And you are a slave to them whether you like it or not.

This ex-wizard broke down the ranks like this:

He said there are only 4 principalities and 1 principality controls 50,000 demons and uncountable spirits of destruction.
8 – powers and each power controls 20,000 demons and uncountable spirits of destruction.

Then there are rulers of darkness and spiritual wickedness in high places. He said that satan also has his “human” agents living here with us. He spoke of spiritual wickedness in high places and mentioned all space programs, programming and demonic computers. The second heaven is where psychic computers are.

**Obadiah 1:4** – Though you exalt yourself as the eagle, and though you set your nest among the stars, thence will I bring you down, saith the LORD.

He said every month they sacrifice 6 babies and 4 teenagers and witchcraft is involved. He said that sheoul and the undersea are connected. He spoke of behemoth (Job 40:15-24) one of the great beasts or monsters mentioned in scripture. **Job 40:15** – Behold now behemoth which I made with you: he eats grass as an ox. There has been historical evidence of this as well even though much of it has been destroyed by “evolutionist.” He said the monsters come to wreak havoc on you and break you down spiritually before the demons even start working on you. The sea king or king of the abyss is satan.
Ezekiel 28:2 – Son of man, say unto the prince of Tyrus, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Because thine heart is lifted up, and thou has said, I am a God, I sit in the seat of God, in the midst of the seas; yet thou art a man, and not God, though thou set thin heart as the heart of God:

One lady who was delivered from a marine spirit said that after midnight the spirits would come out as humans. When they see true Christians, there is light all around them.

Rev.16:3-6 – And the second angel poured out his vial upon the sea; and it became as the blood of a dead man: and every living soul died in the sea. ***indicating there were living SOULS in the sea.*** And the third angel poured out his vial upon the rivers and fountains of waters; and they became blood. And I heard the angel of the waters say, You are righteous, O Lord, which art, and wast, and shall be, because You have judged thus. For they have shed the blood of saints and prophets, and You hast given them blood to drink; for they are worthy.

Rev.12:15-17 – And the serpent cast out of his mouth water as a flood after the woman, that he might cause her to be carried away of the flood. And the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth. And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ.

Job 41:34 – He beholdeth all high things: he is a king over all the children of pride. (all of that chapter is about leviathan and how strong and fearful he is).

Many spirits are earth bound, they have to attach to a person or a piece of jewelry or something. From the research it seems that spirits that have to do with lust, fornication, pornography, oral sex, masturbation, gay sex, bestiality – sex in general and things along these lines are always water spirits. Mrs. Kathie Walters explained how the Lord showed her that a gateway to New Zealand was being blocked by one of these spirits. So if you live close to the coast or waterways, it is important to pray over them. Bind those spirits up and cast them out in Jesus
name. She talked of a time she was in a church and she could see the angel over the church. But as she was looking at the angel she realized that there was no glory around him. After she and the Pastor came against the spirit, and bound it and cast it out, then the true angel of the church came and the 1st one looked just like him. But this angel had glory around him. She said that they always require a sacrifice of some kind, especially children. Sometimes it can be give up your job, leave your wife, sell your house, give your money away – these are usually things a water spirit will lead you into doing and make you think it is God. Be very careful because God paid it all through Jesus. She stated a powerful point when she said that children need to be equipped and anointed and not just given a coloring book in church to get them out of our hair. The Holy Spirit in them is the same size as Holy Spirit in us. They need to be taught how to fight and who they serve.

A spirit can attach themselves to a pulpit or a position or a school and even a church. “High places” are sometimes in the water.

**Eph. 6:12** – For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.

High places can mean their position of authority or throne or level of power. We tend to think of the ocean or sea as a low place or maybe even lower than where we are on the earth – not level with us. But spiritually there is no water there and evil powers in high places rule there just as they rule elsewhere.

One man spoke of the city under the sea and said they have universities there, hospitals, and all technologies there. It is so they can train and practice there and then come to us and deceive and draw us into that kingdom. He mentioned that most top leaders, government officials are first initiated into the marine spirit and given power of speech, and power of influence. satan has a book and if your name is written in his book they will come for you when you die.
Angelia and James – they each have been given the gift of dreams and revelations by God.

In their video on “Technology and Great Deception in the Biblical End Times” they talked about underground cities and seeing submarines taking “chipped” people down. They talked about cities under the ocean.

One lady who was delivered from a marine spirit said that once it possessed her, when she went on job interviews it would go back to the interviewer and cause that person to hate her and not get the job. So it was causing problems in that way in her life. This woman was crowned as queen of the ocean. When she was crowned, many presidents and important people from all around the world came to attend the ceremony. The spirits gave her power in her eyes, mouth and hips. Whatever she spoke would happen. Her eyes would control and draw and manipulate. Her hips were sexual. Her parents prayed for her to be delivered and the undersea world told her she was causing problems.
because her parents prayers were bringing fire!!!!!

They kicked her out because there was fire everywhere. She got married and broke her covenant of not marrying with them. They were angry so they would enter into her husband and beat her. Her marriage broke up. She had no job. She did ritual things to get back into their kingdom and they doubled the power in her eyes. She could see all of Africa and what was going on everywhere there – spiritually. She was given power to give people wealth and children. They will give wealth BUT YOU WILL ACCEPT THEIR RULES AND REGULATIONS. YOU WILL NOT USE THE MONEY FOR CHARITIES OR PASTORS OR CHURCHES OR PAY TITHES. DO NOT GIVE ANY TO THE CHILDREN OF GOD. DO NOT DO ANYTHING GOOD WITH THE MONEY.
They would tell the person wanting wealth, no problem. When you go to bed tonight put on white and in the midnight your spirit will come to us and we (the spirits) would baptize that person with blood.

When someone would go to them wanting a child, they have a fish, snake, crab, python – “marine spirits” that live in the sea.

They would put the snake or crab or whatever into the womb and that child will kill the mother. During delivery or they would develop problems like a heart attack and die.

She testified that when she saw Christians, she knew they were Christians. They had a very red light in the forehead.

Instantly she could recognize the lukewarm and the bench warmers too. A lukewarm Christian, the light would be there but it would be very small and
flickering like it was about to go out, like a light about to die. A benchwarmer would just be there and they were considered very easy meat to eat. She said it was very easy to attack bench warmers and luke warm Christians. She said the marine world is a world of beauty: earrings, gold, hair extensions, clothes and all sorts of flashy things. She said to be sure and pray over the things you bring into your home, cover them in the blood of Jesus Christ.

She testified that there was fire on the mountain in her kingdom and that when people were coming to the church for deliverance that spiritually she was seeing that her fish and snakes and crabs were lying there on the ocean floor dead in the spirit realm.

***************

One girl who got delivered testified that there was a ring of fire following true Christians.

***************

Wizards and witches can sit in their places and watch us just as if they have cameras on us. They are sent into the churches to make people fall from grace. In this online ministry broadcast they shared that a bishop told them there is an
angel on the left side and an angel on the right side of a Christian. They have flaming swords twirling around us. If the Christian cools down the swords begin to twirl slower and slower. They wait and watch and the slower the swords go, when they see them go up THEN they send the demons in. He said they don’t go after the hypocrite or the cold Christian.

Dr. Holliday said that the water spirits are sexual spirits and that they usually come into families that practice witchcraft, or catholic families, or atheist or people having sex in fornication. They work in the higher powers of witchcraft. A reverend who has now been delivered from these spirits testified that he was told by a high level spirit to come with him to India because India has higher powers than Africa. The reverend said every building in India when they are building it, they do a sacrifice and put the sacrifice into the cornerstone of the building. He soul traveled with the spirit. The city under the sea is connected by lay lines or under sea highways. The sea is inhabited by paranormal creatures said to rule over all the activity that happens on the land.
Dr. Pat talked about asmodius and osmodius and that they are connected to abbadon, apollyon and belzeebub. belzeebub is lord of the flies, he rules over the flies. These spirits are the powers and principalities. Incubus and succubus are sexual demons under the powers and principalities. These spirits come in to sleeping women/men to lie with them and have demonic sexual attacks. They are usually brought on by sexual sin, curses of lust, witchcraft, and inherited curses. They mainly attack females and can also attack children.

Isaiah 27:1 – In that day the LORD with His sore and great and strong sword shall punish leviathan the piercing serpent, even leviathan that crooked serpent; and He shall slay the dragon that is in the sea.

CLOSING

***Civilized places are ignorant of the kingdom of darkness.***

Col.2:15 – And having spoiled principalities and powers, He made a shew of them openly, triumphing over them in it.

He made us more than conquerors and gave us the victory in Him!!

Romans 8:37 – Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors through Him that loved us.

1 Cor.15:57 – But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.

Eph. 3:10 – To the intent that now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places might be (made)known by the church the manifold wisdom of God,

Heb.4:12 – For the Word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.

PRAYER:
Mermaid from hell in church - demon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKCSwwens88&index=1&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFtU1kviqw3Irunn1BRLwa3

Marine sexual spirits
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmQqcXhyMEI&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFtU1kviqw3Irunn1BRLwa3&index=3

William Cooper – UfO’s coming out of the ocean
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUCTSXs-ZBA&index=7&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGJr5W2_vaVt8I2rKDMFley

Marine Kingdom: “City Under the Sea”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIBI34B4eHM

Maame Water Spirit: “queen of the coast”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiV7wQnEDjM

Water Spirits – Kathie Walters
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNeD2rL0SiE

Water Spirits No. 2 – Kathie Walters
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W695unOAz3M

Water Spirits No. 3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1XmCd2roJg

Ex Wizard Exposes satan’s kingdom – city under the sea
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAEAWB_a1FA
Book by Pat Holliday, Ph. D
The Witch Doctor and the Man, City Under the Sea

William Cooper and what he said two weeks before he died

http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/cooper_said.htm